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ABSTRACT
The two main tasks addressed by collaborative filtering ap-
proaches are rating prediction and ranking. Rating predic-
tion models leverage explicit feedback (e.g. ratings), and
aim to estimate the rating a user would assign to an unseen
item. In contrast, ranking models leverage implicit feedback
(e.g. clicks) in order to provide the user with a personal-
ized ranked list of recommended items. Several previous ap-
proaches have been proposed that learn from both explicit
and implicit feedback to optimize the task of ranking or rat-
ing prediction at the level of recommendation algorithm. Yet
we argue that these two tasks are not completely separate,
but are part of a unified process: a user first interacts with a
set of items and then might decide to provide explicit feed-
back on a subset of items. We propose to bridge the gap be-
tween the tasks of rating prediction and ranking through the
use of a novel weak supervision approach that unifies both
explicit and implicit feedback datasets. The key aspects of
the proposed model is that (1) it is applied at the level of
data pre-processing and (2) it increases the representation
of less popular items in recommendations while maintaining
reasonable recommendation performance. Our experimental
results – on six datasets covering different types of hetero-
geneous user’s interactions and using a wide range of eval-
uation metrics – show that, our proposed approach can ef-
fectively combine explicit and implicit feedback and improve
the effectiveness of the baseline explicit model on the ranking
task by covering a broader range of long-tail items.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many recommendation algorithms are based on the notion
of collaborative filtering, in that they are based on the in-
teractions of users and items, obtained from either explicit
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feedback – where users directly express the preferences (e.g.
star ratings) or implicit feedback – where users indirectly re-
veal their interests through interactions (e.g. clicks). Explicit
feedback is more difficult to collect from users, hence more
scarce, but, on the other hand it is more precise in reflecting
the users’ preferences [22]. In contrast, implicit feedback is
much easier to collect although it is less accurate in reflect-
ing the user preferences, as there is no explicit judgement by
the users as to their liking of the item [17]. The difference
between explicit and implicit feedback has led researchers to
develop different models and techniques to address each of
their distinct properties [23]. Multiple types of explicit and
implicit feedback may be available in real-world recommen-
dation systems and could potentially complement each other.
Indeed, we argue that it is desirable to unify these two het-
erogeneous forms of user’s interactions in order to generate
more accurate recommendations.
On the other hand, recommendation systems are typi-
cally concerned with two tasks: rating prediction and rank-
ing [3, 13, 22]. The goal of a rating prediction task is to
predict the possible rating a user would assign to a particu-
lar item. In contrast, the goal of a ranking task is to provide
the user with a personalized rank list of items (also known
as top-k recommendation). Despite the logical relation be-
tween these two tasks, different models and techniques have
been developed in the literature and in fact researchers often
distinguish between the two broad categories when measur-
ing recommendation effectiveness [22]: the rating prediction
task is usually quantified in terms of the Root Mean Square
Error [20]; while the ranking task effectiveness is measured
using Information Retrieval (IR) metrics [1]. Despite the pop-
ularity of the ranking task in the field of recommendation
systems, ranking can be considered to be a sub-problem of
the rating prediction task [22], since accurate rating predic-
tion models can enable the ranking of the items with the
highest predicted ratings.
Heterogeneous explicit and implicit feedback provide key
indicators for different versions of latent factor models [6, 17],
e.g. explicit and implicit Matrix Factorization (MF), which
are well-known approaches in collaborative filtering-based
recommendation systems. Explicit MF models leverage the
explicit feedback in the form of a user-item rating matrix in
order to map both users and items into a latent space, while
Implicit MF models use implicit feedback in the form of user-
item interactions. It is well-known in both academia [13, 20]
and industry [22] that explicit models are more effective
for the rating prediction task while implicit models are well
suited to the ranking task. Therefore, when evaluating a sys-
tem based on the construction of a ranking over all items,
modeling implicit feedback is crucial [1].
Since providing explicit feedback in the form of ratings
usually requires additional cognitive effort by users, the re-
sulting explicit rating matrix is often extremely sparse. Spar-
sity refers to the problem that users typically rate only a
small fraction of all available items, hence the observed rat-
ings are very few. As a consequence, it is challenging to build
a predictive model solely based on the observed ratings to
approximate the user’s preferences [6, 20]. We argue that the
lower performance of explicit models in the task of ranking
is due to the severe sparsity feature of explicit feedback.
The main difference between the rating prediction and
ranking tasks is due to the user-item interactions that are
taken into account [3, 22]. Models of rating prediction lever-
age only the subset of user-item interactions where a rating
is observed while the ranking models leverage all user-item
interactions whether the user deliberately chose to assign a
rating value or not. The users of a real-world recommenda-
tion system follow ‘monotonic behaviour chains’ [23], i.e. the
user behaviour is represented as a chain of implicit feedback
(e.g. clicks), which sometimes leads to an explicit feedback
(e.g. a rating) [3]. Once a user decides to ‘stop’ at a stage for a
given item, the subsequent interactions will not be observed.
If we represent these stages of interactions as a sequence,
most of the missing values would have occurred at the tail of
the sequence. Therefore, the dense head of the sequence of
interactions (implicit feedback) provides valuable informa-
tion in predicting the sparse tail of the sequence (explicit
feedback). Yet, because of the popular nature of the head of
this implicit feedback, recommendations learned from this
data can be biased towards popularity [2], which may lack
surprise or serendipity for users [19, 24].
In this paper, we propose to leverage weak supervision at
the level of data pre-processing with the aim of unifying the
tasks of ranking and rating prediction. With the aid of weak
supervision, we propose to annotate some of the missing val-
ues in the explicit dataset by augmenting the implicit inter-
actions. The proposed model uses the underlying explicit ma-
trix factorization model trained on explicit feedback in order
to provide a weak supervision signal to annotate the miss-
ing rating values from the head of the interactions’ sequence.
Therefore, the contributions of the paper are as follows:
• We bridge the gap between rating prediction and rank-
ing tasks by providing a novel weak supervision ap-
proach for using implicit feedback in the explicit ma-
trix factorization model. The key aspect of the pro-
posed model is that the performance of the underly-
ing explicit model significantly increases in the task of
ranking. Our experiments on six datasets, covering dif-
ferent range of both explicit and implicit feedback and
a wide range of evaluation metrics, show that the rec-
ommendation performance of the baseline explicit ma-
trix factorization model can significantly be improved
by using the less sparse weakly annotated dataset in-
stead of the original explicit dataset.
• We show that explicit models are less vulnerable to the
popularity bias than implicit models. By augmenting
the explicit feedback dataset with the proposed weak
supervision approach, we can increase the representa-
tion of less popular items in recommendations.
• The additional benefit of our proposed approach is
that with the aid of weak supervision we can decou-
ple the model of user’s preferences from the recom-
mendation model. Compared to previous studies [8, 9,
15] that proposed new recommendation models/algor-
ithms to represent both explicit and implicit feedback
simultaneously, our approach is unique by working
at the lower level of data pre-processing. This is im-
portant from a practical perspective as existing de-
ployments can retain their underlying recommenda-
tion model and leverage the proposed approach in or-
der to improve the quality of recommendations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present related work, and position our con-
tributions in comparison to the existing literature. Section 3
presents the details of the proposed model. Our experimental
setup and results are presented in Sections 4 and 5 respec-
tively. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our findings.
2 RELATED WORK
The fundamental difference between explicit and implicit
feedback has led researchers to develop different models and
techniques that address each of their distinct properties. In
this section, previous key related works are summarized. In
Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, we review previous models, which
take into account explicit and implicit feedback for the tasks
of rating prediction and ranking, respectively. Finally, in Sec-
tion 2.3 we describe the previous works that aimed to unify
both the explicit and implicit feedback at the level of recom-
mendation algorithm itself.
2.1 Explicit Feedback in Rating Prediction Tasks
Traditional recommendation systems often rely on collabo-
rative filtering techniques to learn from explicit feedback
(e.g. ratings). Latent factor models including the popular
Matrix Factorization model are the dominant model-based
approaches in this field of study, well-known from the Net-
flix Prize competition [6]. These models seek to accurately
estimate unseen ratings by mapping both users and items
into a lower-dimensional embedding space inferred from the
ratings patterns. In doing so, the main goal is to generalize
those previous rating patterns in a way that predicts unseen
ratings. Therefore, these models are well suited to the task
of rating prediction [22].
Nevertheless, users of real-world recommendation systems
are reluctant to provide explicit feedback. As a result, the
performance of explicit models is affected by the large pro-
portion of missing values in the rating matrix [20]. Previous
research [13, 20] revealed that unobserved ratings are Miss-
ing Not At Random (MNAR) because users of recommenda-
tion systems are more likely to provide ratings for items that
they have interacted or observed before. Therefore, we in-
vestigate whether methods that augment this (non-random)
missing data can enhance both the prediction and ranking
tasks. Indeed, selection bias in the observed data [2] com-
bined with data sparsity is the main barrier for adapting
explicit models into the real-world rating prediction or rank-
ing tasks [22].
2.2 Implicit Feedback for Ranking Tasks
The importance of modeling implicit feedback in ranking-
based recommendation systems has been emphasized in both
academia [13] and industry [22]. One of the main character-
istics of latent models is that they can adapt to implicit
feedback [6]. The classical matrix factorization model has
been extended to incorporate the abundance of implicit feed-
back [4, 17]. Pairwise algorithms are popular in this context.
For each user, they aim to discriminate between a relatively
small set of interacted items (i.e. implicit feedback) and the
large set of remaining items (i.e. the assumed negative items).
The main challenge is that the interacted items can only, at
best, represent positive observations. A common approach in
this respect is to leverage random items as negative instances
for training, an approach denoted as negative sampling [17].
Bayesian Personalized Ranking [17] is a well-known op-
timization framework that uses such negative sampling. In-
deed, BPR is a pairwise ranking function trained based on
an underlying pointwise predictive function (usually matrix
factorization, denoted as MFbpr), which randomly samples
unclicked items as negative instances. Since BPR was in-
troduced, many enhancements have been proposed [10, 12].
Indeed, while BPR is limited to only one type of implicit feed-
back, Loni et al. [10] extended the original model to incor-
porate multiple types of implicit feedback. The main limita-
tion of the aforementioned approaches is that they can only
model implicit feedback, while multiple types of explicit and
implicit feedback are common in real-world recommendation
systems and could complement each other. In the next sec-
tion, we review the previous works that aimed to unify both
explicit and implicit models at the level of recommendation.
2.3 Unifying Approaches
For recommendation scenarios with both implicit and ex-
plicit interaction data, it is desirable to unify both forms of
users’ interactions in order to generate more accurate recom-
mendations. A line of work has emerged that incorporates
both implicit feedback and explicit ratings for either rank-
ing or rating prediction tasks. For example, ChainRec [23]
– a recent approach that we use as a baseline – represents
the sequence of implicit and explicit feedback as a mono-
tonic behaviour chain; i.e. it is not possible to observe an ex-
plicit feedback without observing a chain of implicit feedback
beforehand. Liu et al. [9] proposed a collaborative filtering
model that can be simultaneously learned from both explicit
and implicit feedback. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a model
that learns the corresponding user and item embeddings indi-
vidually for each type of feedback and integrates them to ob-
tain a joint representation of users and items. SVD++ [5] is
another work proposed for the task of rating prediction that
considers all items for which a user made implicit feedback,
in order to learn a representation for the user. Also, previous
research [3, 7, 18] proposed training simultaneously a ranking
and a rating prediction algorithm with a shared representa-
tion for users and items in a multi-task learning framework.
Although the connection between explicit and implicit inter-
actions has been well-studied in previous research [8, 9, 14,
15, 23], most approaches have focused on modifying the cur-
rent recommendation models or have proposed a new model
that considers other feedback as auxiliary information.
The main barrier in unifying explicit and implicit feed-
back is that they are heterogeneous in terms of both rep-
resentations and distributions. Therefore, the identification
of a single model to represent both of them simultaneously
at the level of recommendation is a challenging task. In-
stead, in this paper, we propose to tackle the problem of
unifying explicit and implicit feedback from a completely
different perspective. In particular, the most important as-
pect of our proposed approach compared to the most related
work [3, 8, 9, 23, 25] is that we tackle the problem at the level
of data pre-processing: instead of suggesting a new recom-
mendation model/algorithm that learns from both explicit
and implicit feedback, we propose a weak supervision ap-
proach to augment the implicit feedback into the underlying
model at the lower level of data pre-processing.
3 THE WEAK SUPERVISION MODEL
In this section, we present our proposed weak supervision ap-
proach. Section 3.1 reviews the notation used in this paper.
Section 3.2 presents the baseline explicit matrix factorization
model and Section 3.3 presents the proposed weak supervi-
sion approach for unifying explicit and implicit feedback.
3.1 Notation
The notations used in this paper are defined as follows: we
use U = {u1,u2, ...,um } to denote the set of m users and
I = {i1, i2, ..., in } to denote the set of n items. Both explicit
and implicit feedback are observable from the interactions,
i.e. from U × I . The explicit feedback dataset is defined as
De = 〈U , I ,R〉 where r ∈ R is usually in the form of a numeric
rating assigned to item i ∈ I by user u ∈ U 1. On the other
hand, the implicit feedback dataset is defined as Di = 〈U , I 〉,
which indicates that user u ∈ U interacted with item i ∈ I .
The weakly annotated dataset is defined as D∗i = 〈U , I , Rˆ〉
where each r ∈ Rˆ is a predicted rating value provided by a
weakly supervised signal. We use the notation ΦDe and ΦD∗i
to denote the same model (Φ) – e.g. matrix factorization –
that is trained on the explicit feedback dataset (De ) and the
weakly annotated dataset (D∗i ), respectively.
3.2 Explicit Recommendation Model
Most explicit recommendation algorithms are based on de-
signing either a parametric or a nonparametric form of a
scoring function rˆ = f (u, i) that estimates the rating of item
i by user u. Usually it takes the form of a regression model
that aims to fit the parameters of the function f (u, i) with
1Typically R = { 〈ui , ik , r 〉... } is a set of all provided rating values,
where r is the rating value.
the explicit rating values r ∈ R. We leverage the matrix fac-
torization model [6] that represents both users and items as
latent vectors denoted by ®u and ®i; the predicted score for a
specific user-item pair (rˆ) is given by the dot product of the
user and item latent vectors:
rˆ = f (u, i) = ®u · ®i =
d∑
k=1
uk × ik (1)
where d is the size of the latent space (also known as the
embedding size). Typically, the whole model is trained with
Stochastic Gradient Descent and the factor matrices U and
I are optimized by solving the following equation:
Φ = argmin
U , I
L(U , I) + α · Ω(U , I) (2)
where the loss function L(·, ·) quantifies how good the ap-
proximation is; Ω is the regularization term, usually param-
eterized using least square errors (L2 norm); and α ∈ [0,∞]
is a hyperparameter that weights the relative contribution
of the norm regularisation term.
In particular, for explicit feedback, we want the factoriza-
tion model to approximate well the observed ratings in De .
It is common to leverage the widely used Mean Square Error
as the loss function:
L(U , I) = 1
n
∑
(r − rˆ)2 (3)
where n is the number of data points, r is the actual rating
value and rˆ is the predicted rating value for user-item interac-
tion 〈u, i〉 ∈ 〈U , I 〉2. In particular, we can learn a model based
on explicit feedback De using the general model described in
Equation (2):
ΦDe = argmin
U , I,R∈De
L(U , I) + α · Ω(U , I) (4)
where L(·, ·) is the loss function described in Equation (3)
and Ω(·, ·) is the L2 regularization term.
As mentioned before, the Explicit Matrix Factorization
model is used for the task of rating prediction [6, 22], us-
ing explicit feedback interaction, which we denote as ΦDe .
Indeed, because there are no rating values in Di , it is im-
possible to train explicit matrix factorization on implicit
data – i.e. ΦDi cannot exist. On the other hand, previous
studies [1, 2, 20] have emphasized the importance of model-
ing implicit feedback as part of the recommendation model.
In the following section, we leverage the explicit model de-
scribed in Equation (4) as a weakly supervised signal and
augment it with the implicit feedback at the level of data
pre-processing.
3.3 Unifying Explicit and Implicit Feedback
Datasets
The explicit feedback dataset is represented as De = 〈U , I ,R〉,
which contains the explicit users’ preferences, while the im-
plicit feedback dataset is represented as Di = 〈U , I 〉, where
the rating values are missing [14, 20]. We do not assume
2Both user and item bias vectors are a part of loss function as an
additional variable.
any further constraints regarding the explicit and implicit
datasets. Therefore, as we show in our experiments, our ap-
proach can be applied to a broad range of real-world datasets.
Input: De = 〈U , I ,R〉; Di = 〈U , I 〉
Output: D∗i = 〈U , I , Rˆ〉
initialize D∗i ← ∅ ;
//train the baseline model ΦDe ;
do
foreach 〈u, i, r 〉 ∈ Dtraine do
optimize ΦDe based on Equation (4);
end
evaluate ΦDe on the validation set Dvalide ;
while not converge;
//annotate the implicit dataset based on ΦDe ;
foreach 〈u, i〉 ∈ Di do
rˆ ← ΦDe (u, i);
D∗i ← D∗i ∪ {〈u, i, rˆ 〉};
end
Algorithm 1: Generates the weakly annotated dataset D∗i
based on the trained model on the explicit dataset ΦDe as
the weak supervision signal.
Our aim is to leverage weak supervision in order to trans-
fer the knowledge of the explicit feedback dataset and adapt
it to the abundant implicit feedback. Therefore, after train-
ing the base model ΦDe (described in Equation (4)), we
can leverage the predicted ratings by this model in order
to weakly annotate all interactions in the implicit feedback
dataset and build a new weakly annotated dataset:
D∗i = 〈U , I , Rˆ〉 (5)
where rˆ ∈ Rˆ is the predicted rating value for a specific user’s
interaction 〈u, i〉 ∈ 〈U , I 〉 based on the explicit model ΦDe :
rˆ = ΦDe (u, i) (6)
The full process of generating the weakly annotated dataset
D∗i is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as in-
put the explicit and implicit datasets and generates the new
weakly annotated dataset D∗i unifying both explicit and im-
plicit feedback. The effectiveness of weak supervision as a
special case of transfer learning approaches depends on the
similarity between the user interactions within the labeled
and unlabeled datasets - i.e. De and Di .
After generating the new weakly annotated dataset D∗i
as described in Algorithm 1, we leverage it to train exactly
the same model as used in Equation (4) but with the new
training dataset:
ΦD∗i = argmin
U , I, Rˆ∈D∗i
L(U , I) + α · Ω(U , I) (7)
It is important that both models ΦDe and ΦD∗i in Equa-
tion (4) and Equation (7) use the same architecture and hy-
perparameters but different training sets. To demonstrate
the benefit of this proposed approach for both the rating
prediction and ranking tasks, we aim to answer the follow-
ing two research questions:
Research Question 1. Does the proposed weak super-
vision approach enhance recommendation accuracy for (a)
rating prediction and (b) ranking tasks?
It is known in the literature [13, 20] that explicit models
do not perform well for ranking tasks, while the implicit mod-
els (e.g. BPR [17]) are effective. However, our explicit ma-
trix factorization (ΦD∗i ) is instantiated using both the users’
explicit rating values and the estimated missing values pre-
dicted by ΦDe . Therefore, the proposed model trained on the
weakly annotated dataset (ΦD∗i ) is hypothesised to perform
better than the original model trained on the explicit dataset
(ΦDe ). Consequently, we investigate the viability of weak su-
pervision for both rating prediction and ranking tasks.
Research Question 2. How much popularity bias is ex-
hibited by our proposed weak supervision approach compared
with the other baseline recommendation approaches?
Indeed, recommending serendipitous items from the long
tail is generally considered to be a key function of a recom-
mendation system. Previous research [2, 21, 24] has revealed
that collaborative filtering algorithms typically emphasize
popular items over long-tail items. In this research question,
we address the capability of the proposed model in suggest-
ing unpopular items compared to the baseline explicit and
implicit models. In the following, we investigate the above
research questions based on common benchmark datasets. In
particular, the next section describes our experimental setup.
The observed experimental results and a corresponding dis-
cussion follow in Section 5.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We aim to determine whether the quality of recommenda-
tions can be improved by unifying the implicit and explicit
feedback into a weakly annotated dataset. In particular, we
aim to answer the two research questions mentioned in Sec-
tion 3. Therefore, we leverage the matrix factorization [6]
as a widely used, robust recommendation algorithm in our
experiments and evaluate the proposed weak supervision ap-
proach on six real-world datasets, where both explicit and
implicit interactions are available.
4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
We consider six public datasets3, which cover different types
of user’s behaviour in the form of both explicit and implicit
feedback and vary markedly in data sparsity:
GoodReads. [23] is a large dataset from a popular book
review website. The original collection contains 229,154,523
feedback from 876,145 users and 2,360,655 items. Different
categorical subsets have been provided for research experi-
ments4. In our experiments, we leverage the first three sub-
sets provided by the original authors (‘Children’, ‘Comics &
Graphic’ and ‘Fantasy & Paranormal’). In addition, we lever-
age ‘recommend/rate’ as the explicit feedback and ‘read’ as
the implicit feedback in our experiments.
3As explained below, three of these datasets represent subsets of
the larger GoodReads dataset.
4https://sites.google.com/eng.ucsd.edu/ucsdbookgraph/home
Steam. [16] dataset contains the interactions of 24,110
Australian users on the Steam video game distribution net-
work (8,696 video games). This dataset includes purchase
information, play time, reviews, and recommends [23]. We
leverage ‘recommend’ as the explicit feedback and ‘play’ as
the implicit feedback in our experiments.
Douban. [8] dataset contains the interactions of 12,770
users and 22,002 items from another popular book review
website. In our experiments, we leverage ‘recommend’ as the
explicit feedback and ‘reading’, ‘read’, ‘tag’ and ‘comment’
as the implicit feedback.
Dianping. [8] dataset contains 10,549 users and 17,707
items from a restaurant review website. In our experiments,
we use the overall ranking as the explicit feedback and ‘taste’,
‘environment’ and ‘service’ as the implicit feedback.
We follow a uniform preprocessing step for all datasets.
For the Steam dataset, explicit feedback (i.e. recommend)
is a binary variable, while the corresponding value for the
GoodReads, Douban and Dianping datasets is an integer
r ∈ [0, 5]. Our aim is to predict the most relevant items for
each user, therefore, we binarize all explicit rating values
by keeping the highly recommended items (r ≥ 4). We also
filter all users with less than 5 explicit interactions. Finally,
for each user, we randomly split the explicit feedback, De ,
into training, validating and testing subsets, keeping 80%
for training (denoted Dtraine ), 10% for validation (denoted
Dvalide ) and 10% for testing (Dteste ).
The task of rating prediction is measured by comparing
the predicted ratings with the ground truth; metrics such as
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are useful in this context.
On the other hand, a ranking task is usually measured based
on Information Retrieval (IR) metrics including Mean Recip-
rocal Rank (MRR) and normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (nDCG) [1, 2]. We evaluate the performance of the
proposed model on both the rating prediction and ranking
tasks. Therefore, we rank items based on the actual rating
score r from the explicit test subset (Dteste ), and thereby cal-
culate both RMSE and rank-based measures, namely MRR,
nDCG and MAP, as the evaluation measures [1, 2]. Signif-
icance testing of differences between ranking measure per-
formances are measured using the paired t-test (p < 0.01)5.
Finally, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of models in
mitigating popularity bias and covering long tail items we
use Average Recommendation Popularity, namely ARP [24]:
ARP =
1
|U |
∑
u ∈U
∑
i ∈Lu φ(i)
|Lu | (8)
where φ(i) is the number of times item i has been rated in
the explicit training set (Dtraine ). Lu is the recommended list
of items for user u and |U | is the total number of users in
the explicit test set (Dteste ). Lower values of ARP indicate
the recommendation of less popular items.
5For the rating prediction task, as RMSE is a non-linear aggrega-
tion of squared absolute error, a significance test cannot be conducted.
4.2 Recommendation Models
We consider four different groups of recommendation models
for comparisons:
Popularity model. we count the observed interactions in
the training set Dtraine and rank items based on their popu-
larity, denoted as Itempop.
Explicit model. our baseline model is the explicit model
trained on the explicit feedback dataset Dtraine , denoted as
ΦDe . This model is trained based on Equation (4).
Implicit model. In order to compare the effectiveness of
the proposed approach with the models that leverage only
the implicit feedback dataset, we compare the performance
of the proposed model with Bayesian Personalized Rank-
ing [17] (denoted MFbpr), which is a robust pairwise rank-
ing model for implicit feedback. The BPR model is trained
based on a uniform negative sampling, i.e. we randomly sam-
ple items not interacted with as negative instances for each
user.
Unifying model. In order to compare the effectiveness of
the proposed approach with the models that leverage both
the explicit and implicit feedback, we compare the perfor-
mance of the proposed model with [23] (denoted ChainRec).
We leverage the provided source code6 to reproduce the re-
sults on our datasets.
The baseline explicit matrix factorization model (described
in Equation (4) and denoted as ΦDe ) is used to estimate
the missing rating values in the implicit feedback dataset
Di (described in Equation (7) and denoted as ΦD∗i ). Note
that both models leverage the same architecture and hyper-
parameters but different input data. ΦDe is trained with the
explicit dataset De while ΦD∗i is trained with the weakly an-
notated dataset D∗i . For reproducibility, our code and the
used datasets are available from https://github.com/amirj/
unifying_explicit_implicit.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the obtained performances of the models
on our used datasets. For each dataset, we compare the per-
formance of the proposed model trained on the weakly anno-
tated dataset (denoted as ΦD∗i ) with the popularity baseline
(denoted as Itempop), the baseline explicit and implicit mod-
els (denoted as ΦDe and MFbpr respectively) and a recently
proposed hybrid model [23] that unifies both explicit and im-
plicit feedback (denoted as ChainRec). All models are com-
pared on both the rating prediction and ranking tasks, using
RMSE and a set of rank-based measures, respectively. In the
following, we analyse Table 1 with respect to the two research
questions stated in Section 3.3, concerning recommendation
effectiveness (Section 5.1) and popularity bias (Section 5.2).
5.1 RQ 1. Recommendation Effectiveness
On analysing Table 1, we firstly note the low effectiveness of
the baseline explicit matrix factorization ΦDe model trained
6https://github.com/MengtingWan/chainRec
upon the explicit rating matrix De . Indeed, ΦDe is trained
to approximate the observed rating values, hence this model
performs best in the rating prediction task – in terms of
the RMSE – while its performance on the ranking task is
very low. On the other hand, given that the implicit model
MFbpr is optimized for pairwise ranking, it can be expected
that such a model performs better than the explicit baseline
model (ΦDe ) on the ranking task. In addition, ChainRec ex-
hibits performance close to MFbpr, as might be expected
from the original paper [23] – ChainRec is inherently opti-
mized based on pairwise preferences while leveraging both ex-
plicit and implicit feedback to select more informative pairs.
Comparing the performances of ΦD∗i and ΦDe across all
datasets in Table 1, we firstly consider the rating predic-
tion task. This reveals that the performance of the model
trained on the weakly annotated dataset (ΦD∗i ) is compa-
rable in terms of RMSE to the same model trained on the
explicit feedback dataset (i.e. ΦDe ). This answers research
question RQ1(a).
On the other hand, for the ranking task, ΦD∗i significantly
outperforms ΦDe (paired t-test, p < 0.05) for 5 out of 6
datasets across the three ranking metrics. This shows that
once the sparsity problem and the large number of missing
values in the explicit feedback has been addressed through
weak supervision, an explicit recommendation approach can
be more effective at ranking. This answers research question
RQ1(b), demonstrating that weak supervision can have a
positive impact.
However, considering the significance tests for nDCG@20,
we note that for two out of the six datasets (namely Children,
Fantasy & Paranormal), the performance of the proposed
model is lower than models that are directly optimized for
the ranking task (i.e. MFbpr). Note however that for two of
the six datasets (namely Comics & Graphics and Douban)
the performances of the proposed model ΦD∗i is higher than
MFbpr. Finally, for the other two datasets (Steam and Dian-
ping), the performances of the proposed model is comparable
to and statistically indistinguishable from MFbpr (p > 0.05).
Further analysis of Table 1 reveals that the performances
of MFbpr is very close to Itempop. Indeed, the simple item
popularity performs very well on most datasets. This can
be explained that in most datasets, item engagements are
driven by item popularity, as evidenced in the effectiveness
of Itempop on the ranking metrics. In the following, we fur-
ther analyze the occurrence of popular items in the recom-
mendations.
5.2 RQ 2. Popularity Bias
The main role of a recommendation system is to help users
discover items they might otherwise not have found [19]. Rec-
ommending serendipitous items from the long-tail is gener-
ally considered to be a key function of any recommendation,
as these are items that users are less likely to know about [24].
Figure 1 shows the proportion of top-20 most popular items
(i.e. items with the highest number of implicit interactions)
in the top 20 ranked recommendations of the proposed model
Table 1: Results on six different datasets, evaluated based on user’s most explicit feedback (Dteste ). The best performance for each
metric are shown in bold. Arrows denote which direction represents improvement. For the ranking metrics, 1/2/3/4/5 denote a
significant difference according to the paired t-test (p < 0.05) compared to the indicated approach. Since ChainRec [23] leverages
a custom data split, statistical tests cannot be conducted.
DataSets Algorithms Rating Prediction Ranking Prediction Popularity BiasRMSE ↓ MRR ↑ nDCG@20 ↑ MAP ↑ ARP@20 ↓
GoodReads
(Children)
1 Itempop - 0.11223,4,5 0.10673,4,5 0.06053,4,5 49,412
2 ChainRec 10.7856 0.0625 0.0962 0.0625 31,616
3 MFbpr 4.0915 0.11271,4,5 0.10721,4,5 0.06061,4,5 48,913
4 ΦDe 0.4063 0.02711,3,5 0.03461,3,5 0.01411,3,5 13,4815 ΦD∗i 0.4160 0.0833
1,3,4 0.07261,3,4 0.04281,3,4 12,712
GoodReads
(Comics & Graphics)
1 Itempop - 0.05543,4,5 0.04583,4,5 0.02333,4,5 9,568
2 ChainRec 9.8613 0.0290 0.0503 0.0290 6,673
3 MFbpr 3.6611 0.06371,4,5 0.05221,4,5 0.02561,4,5 8,527
4 ΦDe 0.3775 0.03811,3,5 0.04431,3,5 0.01891,3,5 2,5745 ΦD∗i 0.3903 0.0773
1,3,4 0.06631,3,4 0.03861,3,4 2,438
GoodReads
(Fantasy & Paranormal)
1 Itempop - 0.11433,4,5 0.09813,4,5 0.05273,4,5 227,074
2 ChainRec 13.1535 0.0541 0.0854 0.0541 109,598
3 MFbpr 3.3754 0.11451,4,5 0.09821,4,5 0.05281,4,5 226,123
4 ΦDe 0.4077 0.02581,3,5 0.02301,3,5 0.01061,3,5 23,8945 ΦD∗i 0.4141 0.0247
1,3,4 0.02081,3,4 0.01011,3,4 24,515
Steam
1 Itempop - 0.11263,4,5 0.12963,4,5 0.08713,4,5 239
2 ChainRec 6.9688 0.0854 0.1174 0.0854 160
3 MFbpr 7.5434 0.07931,4 0.09361,4 0.05811,4,5 183
4 ΦDe 0.4613 0.03911,3,5 0.06981,3,5 0.03431,3,5 1125 ΦD∗i 0.4590 0.0460
1,4 0.06611,4 0.03821,3,4 118
Douban
1 Itempop - 0.02154 0.02533,4,5 0.01343,4 91
2 ChainRec 6.2433 0.0065 0.0146 0.0065 63
3 MFbpr 4.2549 0.02004 0.02391,4,5 0.01191,4 76
4 ΦDe 0.3104 0.00341,3,5 0.00591,3,5 0.00181,3,5 185 ΦD∗i 0.3271 0.0223
4 0.03451,3,4 0.01494 21
Dianping
1 Itempop - 0.04583,4,5 0.04903,4 0.02683,4 108
2 ChainRec 3.8796 0.0207 0.0372 0.0207 87
3 MFbpr 4.0115 0.05591,4,5 0.05861,4 0.03371,4,5 83
4 ΦDe 0.4332 0.01021,3,5 0.02041,3,5 0.00671,3,5 345 ΦD∗i 0.4446 0.0309
1,3,4 0.06094 0.02283,4 17
(ΦD∗i ), the baseline explicit model (ΦDe ) and MFbpr. Inter-
estingly, we observe that, on average, more than 70% of the
suggested items by MFbpr are in the top-20 most popular
items. This explains why the overall performance of MFbpr
is very close to the popularity model (Itempop) in Table 1.
Comparing the performances of the proposed model, based
on the Average Recommendation Popularity (ARP@20) met-
ric across all datasets, reveals that the explicit models (ΦDe
and ΦD∗i ) are far better (lower) than the implicit models (and
ChainRec, which is based on pairwise preferences) in recom-
mending less popular, long-tail items. The main reason is
that implicit models are constructed based on pairwise pref-
erences (u, i, j), treating each interacted item i as a positive
item and a random item j as a negative item. If the user
has been exposed with only popular items7, eventually all
the positive interacted items i are sampled from the pop-
ular group. As a result, the trained model will be biased
to favour popular items over other items irrespective of the
user’s preferences. On the other hand, in explicit models, for
each interacted item, we have a rating value r that explicitly
indicates whether the user likes the item or not. Therefore, in
this situation, each user has a chance to dislike the suggested
items even if they are sampled from the popular group.
In conclusion, with respect to research question RQ2, from
the results in Table 1 and Figure 1, we observe that our
7This is a prevalent assumption in real-world recommendation sys-
tems [2, 21, 24].
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Figure 1: The percentage of top-20 most popular items in the
recommended list of each model for six different datasets.
proposed model that exhibits less bias towards popular items
than both the implicit and explicit baseline models, as well
as ChainRec.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a novel weak supervision ap-
proach that bridges the gap between the rating prediction
and ranking tasks in collaborative filtering recommendation
systems while alleviating the bias against less popular long-
tail items. In addition, the proposed approach is applied at
the level of data pre-processing rather than the recommen-
dation model, as a weak supervision signal.
Indeed, our method leveraged the baseline matrix factor-
ization model trained on the explicit feedback dataset in or-
der to provide a weak supervision signal that unifies both the
explicit and implicit feedback into a combined dataset. Our
experimental results on both rating prediction and ranking
tasks using a wide range of datasets and evaluation met-
rics clearly demonstrated the usefulness of the weak supervi-
sion signal in predicting the missing values in the user-item
rating matrix. In particular, our experiments revealed that
with the aid of weak supervision, the performance of the
classical explicit matrix factorization approach can be signif-
icantly improved on the ranking tasks, but ultimately it does
not outperform the classical BPR approach, which itself is
shown to be biased towards popular items, explaining BPR’s
high performance. As a future work, we will consider how
to combine weak supervision into pairwise approaches such
as BPR or more recent neural network-based recommenders
such as [11]. Moreover, encapsulating an appropriate balance
between good quality recommendations and popularity-bias
requires more investigation.
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